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ADAMI FOCUS
With Andrian Candu, Patron of the ADAMI Gala Award Ceremony 2018 

and Former Speaker of the Moldovan Parliament 

Tuesday, 23 June 14.00 CEST

Cultural Diversity - A Forgotten Task?

With governments, political parties and investors influencing media, 

minority issues often are not prioritized. What can be done? 

Moderated by Carolin Ollivier, Editor in Chief of ARTE Journal

Media  outlets  in  the  EU  Eastern  Partnership  countries  are  directly  influenced  by  social  and

economic groups, political parties or powerful individuals with their own agendas. Journalism is too

often reduced to a political tool. The plights of minority groups are forgotten, used to garner votes

or even to stoke conflict between groups and destabilize society.  How can political groups and

journalists work to find solutions to this problem? 

The second in our series of ADAMI FOCUS Online Talks will feature the patron of the ADAMI

Gala 2018, former Speaker of the Parliament of Moldova, Andrian Candu.

Andrian Candu has many years of experience as member of the Moldovan parliament. He has

served  as  Deputy  Prime  Minister,  Minister  of  Economy,  and  was  Speaker  of  the  Moldovan
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Parliament from 2015 - 2019. 

Carolin Ollivier is Editor in Chief of the daily news programme  ARTE Journal, where she has

worked since 2006. Carolin has extensive experience as a journalist, presenter for the programme

ARTE Reportage and as a correspondent in Brussels. 

To receive an invitation to this exclusive online event, please register using the following link:

https://form.jotform.com/RegistrationADAMI/ADAMI-Focus  -2

The deadline for registration is Tuesday, 23 June at 13.00 (CEST). 

Participants will have the chance to ask questions during the event. 

The ADAMI Media Prize for Cultural Diversity in Eastern Europe is the largest platform of its

kind for media networking on integration and ethnic or religious minority issues in the six Eastern

Partnership countries of the EU. Broadcasters, filmmakers and journalists each year are invited to

submit their best works to the prestigious ADAMI Media Prize competition. Prizes are awarded in

six  categories:  fiction,  documentary,  news,  student  works,  websites  and  online  videos.  The

submission deadline for this year’s ADAMI Media Prize competition is 15 July 2020. 
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ADAMI Award Ceremonies are held under the auspices of the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, Ms Marija Pejčinović Burić, and under the patronage of the OSCE Representative on
Freedom of the Media:
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